PRESCHOOL

Nursery Rhymes and Fables

- A Treasury of Mother Goose, by Hilda Offen ISBN 9780671501181

Animals & Habitats
- Animal Homes, by Sally Hewitt ISBN 439228743
- Cactus Hotel, by Brenda Z. Guiberson, Megan Lloyd ISBN 0805029605
- Deserts, by Neil Morris ISBN 0865058393
- In the Forest, by Maurice Pledger ISBN 1571453210
- Leaping Frogs, by Melvin Berger ISBN 156784023X
- Learning About Animals, by Evan-Moor Educational Publishers ISBN 97815557997715
- Learning about Animals, by Lo Ellen Moore ISBN 1557990972
- Life in a Pond, by Melvin Berger ISBN 9781567843149
- Life in the Desert, by Melvin Berger ISBN 9781567842173
- Life in the Sea, by Melvin Berger ISBN 9781567840131
- Our Animal Friends at Maple Hill Farm, by Alice Provensen, Martin Provensen ISBN 9780689844997
- There's a Rumble in the Jungle, by Giles Andreae, David Wojtowycz ISBN 9781589253674

Me and My Body
- Children Just Like Me, by Anabel Kindersley ISBN 9780789402011
- Everybody Has a Body, by Robert E. Rockwell ISBN 876591581
- Fun with My Five Senses, by Sarah Williamson ISBN 1885593191
Lifetimes, by David L. Rice ISBN 1883220599
People, by Peter Spier ISBN 9780385244695
See, Hear, Touch, Taste, Smell, by Melvin Berger ISBN 1567840094

School
Chrysanthemum, by Kevin Henkes ISBN 9780688096991
Friends at School, by Rochelle Bunnett ISBN 9781887734011
Hello, School Bus!, by Marjorie Blaine Parker ISBN 9780439598897
If You Take a Mouse to School, by Laura Numeroff ISBN 9780060283285
Kindergarten ABC, by Jacqueline Rogers ISBN 9780439562126
The Wheels on the School Bus, by Mary-Alice Moore ISBN 9780545037617
This is the Way We Go to School, by Edith Baer ISBN 9780590431620
Yoko, by Rosemary Wells ISBN 0786803959